
Kunsthalle Lissabon presents Migrantes são bem-vindos, the first solo show in Portugal by the 
Argentinian artist Gabriel Chaile.

Sometimes a writing on a wall or a briefly glanced poster can touch us much more than a long 
speech that we have listened to carefully. Migrantes são bem-vindos is not only the title of the first 
exhibition in Lisbon by Gabriel Chaile, but it was also the writing on a poster that the artist ran into 
during the first lockdown he spent in Lisbon. 

That poster, which probably felt like a sweet relief for the artist, announced the beginning of most of 
the projects that Chaile decided to carry out in the new city that had just welcomed him. In Lisbon 
he organized exhibitions in unexpected locations and founded independent spaces, being able, in a 
short time period, to smoothly penetrate the context of the city. Each project couldn’t but include the 
participation of long-time friends and especially the sharing of knowledge, cultures and food. During 
this journey the personal stories, music and culinary traditions turned out to be the strongest unifiers, 
alongside the solidly built incentive to continue feeling welcomed in that new city.

El Recolector is the name of the traveling cultural center that Gabriel Chaile imagined to collect all 
these elements in the shape of a nomadic gastronomic space, which travels from place to place 
collecting flavours, knowledge and generating new encounters.
The project El Recolector will take shape in the basement of Kunsthalle Lissabon as an ongoing 
laboratory where two ovens will be in constant development in which the artist and his friends will 
work during the entire duration of the exhibition, moving away from the idea of the exhibition as a 
finished object and turning it into a place in flux, for sharing ideas, affects and political imaginaries.
This will be a further step into developing the design and the functionality of the prototypes in order to 
make them ready to go out to collect new stories and new experiences from which to be fed (and feed). 

Outside of the space Gabriel’s friend Aaron Jassiel Herrera Villarreal, a Mexican chef who lives in 
Lisbon and founded a pop-up project called Tacos El burro sin dueño, will welcome visitors during  
the opening reception with freshly baked tacos.

Always interested in promoting manual and artisanal aspects, Chaile’s work sits in between the 
utilitarian and the contemplative, never forgetting the sense of community. 
Conceiving sculptures and objects that collaborate in improving the conditions of a specific 
borderline situationand underlining the heritage that each object may carry with it are also two 
elements always present in Gabriel Chaile’s work.

If remembering our traditions seems to be what defines us, spreading and merging them with others 
is what allows traditions to survive over time.
Gabriel Chaile seems to have perfectly understood the power of heritage and the importance of 
sharing it, not only to carry out an act of conservation, but above all to build new communities of 
friends, colleagues and families all united by what they hold most dear: the feeling of hospitality 
generosity and sociability.
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Gabriel Chaile (1985, Tucumán, Argentina) lives and works between Buenos Aires and Lisbon. He
graduated in Fine Arts from the National University of Tucumán. In 2009 he received a scholarship
from the Foundation YPF and carried out the Artists Program of the Universidad Torcuato Di Tella
in Buenos Aires. Since then, he has participated in numerous artist programs and residencies such
as: Lipac, Centro Cultural Ricardo Rojas, Buenos Aires; Callao Monumental, Perú; SENS and URRA,
Buenos Aires. Among his recent solo shows: Me hablan de oscuridad pero yo estoy encandilado,
Barro, New York (2021); Esta canción ya tuvo aplausos, ChertLüdde, Berlin (2019). Gabriel Chaile
has exhibited in numerous international art spaces as The New Museum Triennial, New York;
Museum of Modern Art of Buenos Aires (MAMBA); Art Basel Cities or the Foundation Thalie,
Brussels. In 2022, he participated in The Milk of Dreams at the 59th Venice Biennale and in the
Gherdëina Biennale. His work is present in the following collections: MALBA - Fundación
Costantini, Buenos Aires; Thyssen-Bornemisza Collection, Madrid; Kadist Foundation, Paris.
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E. F. C. A. T. A. (estudio para el funcionamiento de las cosas a través del Arte)
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Protótipo #2 (from the series  - Centro Cultural Ambulante), 2022
painted steel, aluminium, rubber, clay, brick, wood, plates, cuttlery, cups, fabric, megaphones, 
Bluethooth speaker
140 !100 ! 171 cm
Courtesy Chertlüdde, Berlin
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Protótipo #3 (from the series Flota - Centro Cultural Ambulante), 2022
painted steel, aluminium, rubber, clay, brick, wood, plates, cuttlery, cups, fabric, megaphones, 
Bluethooth speaker
140 ! 100 ! 169 cm
Courtesy Chertlüdde, Berlin
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